Abstract
Introduction
Moving object database is a branch of the spatial-temporal database research that has been developed recent years, it is also the technical basis of the location-related services, established efficient moving object index is one of the key technologies of the moving object database [1] . The spatial-temporal database is a spatial database [2, 3] extension in the time dimension. In recent years, people come to realize the importance of network constrained moving objects, and proposed a number of moving object database index based on the road network. The proposed index structure can be roughly divided into four categories:the first is for global trajectory index moving objects in the network [4] [5] [6] .;the second is the index for future trajectory [7] ; the third index for historical trajectory of moving objects in the network [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] ;the fourth is in real-time location information [15] .
MON-tree index structure using hierarchical idea, the upper road network using a 2-dimensional R-tree index, the lower moving objects using 2-dimensional R-tree forest index moving information. And given two road modeling methods: one is based on edge of the index structure, one is based on the route structure. Excessive based on the index structure of the edge of the lower number of R-tree forests, the trajectory of moving objects query costs too much; too much dead space on route-based. The Improved-MON-tree index combines
Network Modeling
Temporal-spatial data model is the basis to create a space-time index, spatial data model for the traffic and road network, in this article, we will be divided into the road network model is used to reflect the spatial data and reflects the trajectory of moving objects spatiotemporal data model.
Network Road Model
The most widely used road network model in two ways: based on the route of the road network model based on edge of the road network model. Analysis under the first section of the advantages and disadvantages of the two road network model, the mixed road network model is used. The relevant definitions are as follows.
Definition1:
represent an urban road network, where R is a collection of the curve of the road, J is the intersection set [4] .
Definition2: Let ( , , , , ) r o u te r id r p tr le n J E  is a route [4] , where rid uniquely identifies the route. rptr on behalf of the current route of the geometric shape descriptors composed by planar point set XY  . len represents the length of the current route. J is the collection of all current route intersection as well as the current position of intersection in the route, the specific form ( , ) jid p o s , jid representatives uniquely identifies the intersection, pos is the relative position of the current intersection curve in the road above, do normalized 1 treatment , that is, the length of all roads 1, pos within a real number. E represents the current set of road sections above. expressed after all routes in the intersection curve, and the intersection of the relative position in the route; mx is the intersection of the adjacency matrix [16] , to describe the connectivity and the traffic rules of the current route intersection curve.
is a position in the network [11] .in the road network, the rid is road sign. 
Temporal-spatial Data Model
Amount of data in order to reduce the time and space of the moving object, using temporal data model similar to the Mon-tree to index moving objects to the route trajectory fragments, so that, the time and space are not stored in the database of a discrete movement point, but to track fragments as the basic unit of storage. v is this trajectory of movement speed vector.
Improved-MON-tree Index Structure
Improved-MON-tree index structure is divided into two layers. The upper layer is constituted by a quadtree and hash hash structure, index the road network. Zoning policies upper the quadtree index of road network, first to the entire network is divided into four regions, then the number of judgments sections according to each region of the threshold  , if more than  continue to divide, until the entire road network is divided into each leaf node is reached.Top quadtree leaf node tuple form < m b r , p o ly lin e P tr , p tr > , mbr is the minimum bounding rectangle of the edge, polylinePtr point to the road polyline storage address, ptr is the pointer to point to the underlying R-tree. Internal nodes have form m b r , c h ild P tr  , where mbr is minimum bounding rectangle of the current node contains children node, childPtr is the pointer to point to the children node. Hash structure tuple information , where edgeID is the polyline identification and treePtr is a pointer to the top quadtree leaf node and used to marking whether polyline is constructed. The hash structure is organized by edgeID. The top hash structure is different from MON-tree. Then, the top quadtree leaf nodes index edge-polyline, many nodes (top quadtree) is point to one R-tree (bottom R-tree), because a route is consisted by many edges. . edgeID and rID are respectively the edge and route identification. mvptr is a pointer to point the current object running trajectory vector. Therefore, multiple top leaf nodes are corresponding to bottom 2DR-tree. The hash + single linked list structure to record the running trajectory vector of each moving object. The hash has tuple form m ID ,n o d e P tr  , where mID is the moving object identification and nodePtr is the head node of a linked list which storage this object' movement trajectory. The bottom of the hash is used to meet the query of an object's global trajectory. The structure is showed in Figure 1. 3.1. Set up Index 3.1.1. Polyline Insert: Construction of the road network is the edge of the insertion process. First, according to identification of object insert into the hash structure and its pointer set empty. The insertion of the edge in the top quadtree is postponed to first moving object traversing it. The reasons for doing so: to avoid the top quadtree don't have moving objects.
Polyline Insert:
The moving object insertion process is divided into bottom R-tree insertion and build process linked list with each object trajectory. First, according to the moving objects' MBR inserted into the corresponding position of the bottom R-tree. Then, based on the identification attribute of a road edge of the current object to check the top hash structure to find associated edge, if it is empty, then the current edge inserted top quadtree, and updates the hash structure to pointer to this top quadtree node else perform the next step. Finally, in the bottom hash structure to retrieve the current moving object identification, if not registered object identification in the hash structure and then assign it to a linked list, and the basic information of moving objects link to the current linked list. If the hash structures stored in the identity of the current moving object, then insert the information about the current moving object into the current list. Moving objects insertion algorithm is as follows:
Algorithm: insertmobjet (mobject, Improved-MON-tree) Input: object //moving object Output: Improved-MON-tree // Improved-MON-tree is inserted current object. 
Query
In this paper we give the process of region query, as well as the global trajectory query about specific moving object. Here we describe each query.   q u e ry g e tT ra je c to ry m id  . Its meaning is query given the running track of the moving objects. Query for the global trajectory information given object, do not traverse the entire bottom R-tree according to the mid to bottom the hash + single linked list structure traversal, get the head of the list node, scratch traversal to last all information obtained. Steps: 1.get single linked list head node, depending on the bottom hash function. 2 start traversing from the list head node to the end node. Algorithm is as follows.
algorithm :getTrajectory(mid) input: mid //object identification output: object.moveInfo //return trajectory information Begin object.moveInfo=null;
If (mid in bottom hash is Null )Then; //bottom hash don't have this mid return object.moveInfo=null ; break;
End if node=list head node; //get list head node while(node.next != null) Do // traverse list object.moveInfo:=object' trajectory info; //get trajectory End while Return object.moveInfo; End
Experimental Analysis
In order to understand the performance of the Improved-MON-tree, we compared Improved -MON-tree with edge-oriented and route-oriented MON-tree.Test environment: win7 64-bit operating system, Iterl(R) Core(TM) i5-3360M CPU @2.80GHz, 4GB RAM. Experimental platform for database developed by the University of Hagen, Germany SECONDO [17] . Index is implemented by C + + program. Experiments mainly compare index size, the window query efficiency and trajectory query performance. Experiments use the parameters shown in Table 1 . Experiments generate respectively the number of moving object is 1000 to 6000 trajectory within 4h, these trajectories are uniformly distributed throughout the road network. The route number of 1784, edge number 3874.
Due to in the bottom Improved-MON-tree adds hash + single list structure, Improved-MON-tree index structure algorithm compared to the edge-oriented and road-oriented MONtree is slightly more complex, so Improved-MON-tree in the index size compared to MONtree needs to be optimized. The relationships of index size between the numbers of moving objects as show in Figure 2 . 
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For the query window, we select the entire 15% of the road network as a query region, the time zone for the entire time range of 5%. The numbers of moving objects from 1000-6000 distribute, and the response time to change trend are as following, with the change in the number of moving objects shown in Figure 3 .
Window query we also looked at the number of moving objects fixed window area ranging from 5% to 20% and the time zone for the entire time range of 5%. The number of moving objects is fixed at 4000, the response time and the relationship between the size of the window are shown in Figure 4 . For global trajectory query, we are given an object identifier, and return to its trajectory information. The relationships of response time between the numbers of moving objects shown in Figure 5 . By experimental contrast Improved-MON-tree in the window query and global trajectory performance than the MON-tree has increased, mainly due to the common advantage Improved -MON-tree synthesis based on edge, and the route MON-tree the upper index structure using the edge organization, reducing the coincidence the MBR between the upper leaf node for the region query lowering the chance to traverse the entire upper quadtree, to reduce the time overhead. The underlying index structure based on the route organization, reducing the number of lower R-tree forest, the same query efficiency has improved.
Bottom increase hash + single linked list structure to reduce the time overhead for at the global trajectory query of a moving object, because based on edge or road organization for the query to a specific moving object trajectory need to traverse the entire lower R-tree forest, the Improved-MON-tree index to traverse the lower single link list, so the global trajectory of a moving object query performance has greatly improved.
Conclusion
This paper proposes an improved the indexing mechanism Improved-MON-tree on the basic of the Mon-tree.The index structure of the upper edge of the organization, the lower route-based organization, and added in the lower trajectory of moving objects. The experimental results shows that the proposed index structure has better spatial-temporal query and trajectory query performance. However, its space overhead than MON-tree, will be the next direction of efforts.
